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INTRODUCTION 
In recent papers [3, 41 necessary and sufficient conditions were derived 
for convex control problems involving linear differential equations in Hilbert 
spaces. In this paper we show that, under relatively weak assumptions (see 
Section l), one can derive the above mentioned optimality conditions, for a 
wide class of control problems for linear evolution equations in Hilbert space. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 1 is concerned principally with 
the problem formulation. The necessary and sufficient conditions for optimal- 
ity are in the “subdifferential” form and do not require the differentiability of 
cost functional. 
Thus our result is very much in the spirit of Rockafellar works [15, 16-j. 
These conditions are spelled out in Theorem 1, whose proof is set forth in 
Section 3. In Section 4 we formulate a control problem for linear hereditary 
differential systems with convex criterion. The necessary and sufficient 
conditions are then specialised for this particular problem (see Theorem 2). 
These results may be compared with those of R. Datko [7,8], H. T. Banks and 
M. Q. Jacobs [l], H. T. Banks and G. A. Kent [2], M. C. Delfour and 
S. K. Mitter [9], A. Halanay [l l] (further references may be found in these 
papers). 
However, our results on necessary optimality conditions in problems 
involving linear evolution equations in Hilbert space setting (see Lions’s 
book [ 121 for significant results in this field) differ from previous results (even 
specialised to functional differential equations) which involve stronger 
regularity assumptions than ours. For the most part, these papers are con- 
cerned with quadratic cost criterion and certainly the methods used here are 
very different. Our approach is much similar to that used by the author in [3] 
and it relies on the methods of convex analysis. For significant results in this 
field, relevant to this paper we refer to the books of Rockafellar [13] and 
BrCzis [6]. 
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1. XOTATION AND FORMULATION OF THE CONTROL PROBLEM 
We first introduce some preliminary notations. 
1. H will be a real Hilbert space identified with its own dual. The norm 
on H will be denoted by 1 . 1 and the inner product by (,). 
7 -. U will denote a real Hilbert space with inner product (,) and 
norm jl .I!. 
3. Let [0, T] be a finite closed interval of real line. Then L2(0, T; H) 
will denote the usual Hilbert space of “square integrable” functions from 
IO, T[ to H. By C(0, T; H) we shall denote the space of all continuous 
functions from [0, T] to H endowed with the usual norm. Let &!(O, T; H) 
be the dual space of C(0, T; H). In other words, &(O, T; H) is the space of all 
bounded H-valued measures on [0, T]. The norm on &(O, T; H) is given by 
II P !I.& = sup{1 p(v)1 ; I/ v &-(O,T:H) < l} and denote by ~(9) the value of 
p E A’(0, T; H) at p E C(0, T; H). 
4. BV(0, T; H) will denote the Banach space of all functions 
X: [0, T] -+ H which are of bounded variation. If x’ denotes the derivative of 
x E BV(0, T; 1-I) taken in the sense of vectorial distributions over IO, T[ then 
x’ E &‘(O, T; H) (cf. [6, Proposition A.51). 
5. Let K be a closed convex subset of H and let X be the subset of 
C(0, T; H) defined by 
A’- = {x E C(0, T; H); x(t) E K for t E [0, T]}. 
We denote by X(X, K) C JZ’(O, T; H) the cone of normals to S at X. This 
is the closed, convex cone defined by 
JV(X, K) = {p E &(O, T; H); ~(x - y) 3 0 for ally E X]. 
The following functions and operators will be used to define the control 
problem (l.l), (1.2), and (1.3) below. 
6. S(t, S) will denote a family of linear continuous operators from H 
into itself which are strongly continuous in the triangle d = {(t, s); 0 < s < 
t < T) and satisfy the following properties: 
(a) s(t, s) = s(t, ~1 S(7, s> O<s<r<t<T. 
(b) S(t, t) = I O<t<T. 
(4 !I SC4 SN,(HJf) e M for 0 < s < t < T. 
The adjoint system S*(t, s): d -L(H, H) also is assumed to be strongly 
continuous. 
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7. The mapping B(t): IO, T[ + L( CJ, H) will be assumed to be strongly 
measurable as well as the adjoint mapping B*(t). Furthermore, 
B EL=(O, T; L( Ci, H)). 
8. L and 1 are lower semicontinuous and convex functions defined on 
H x 7J and H x H, respectively, with values in ]- co, + co], not identically 
+a. 
The type of control problem which we shall examine is of the following 
We 
Minimize 
s TL(x(t), u(t)) dt + @(O), x(T)) (1.1) 0 
in x E C(0, T; H) and u cL2(0, T; U), subject to the constraints 
x(t) = S(t, 0) x(0) + it S(t, s) B(s) u(s) ds, 0<t<7 (1.2) 
0 
x(t) E K for every t E [0, T]. (l-3) 
If S(t, s) is the evolution operator associated with a family (A(t); 0 < t ,< T] 
of unbounded closed linear operators acting in H, then x(t) given by variation 
constants formula (1.2) is just the weak solution (“mild” solution in other 
terminology) of time dependent evolution equation 
(dxldt) (t) = 4) x(t) + B(t) u(t), O<t<T. (1.4) 
It should be emphasised that (1.1) includes as special cases various control 
problems associated with state equation (1.2). In fact, the end point constraint 
40) E x0 7 x(T) ~xr 
where X0 and Xr are closed convex subsets of H, can be incorporated into 
the problem by redefining 
Z(x, , x2) = + 00 if x15x, or x2EXr. 
The reader is referred to [ 151 for further discussion and examples. 
We call an end point pair [x o, xT] E H x H attainable for L if there are 
x E C(0, T; H) and u E L2(0, T, U) such that x(O) = x0 , x(T) == xr. and 
x(t) = S(t, 0) x(0) + St S(t, s) B(s) u(s) ds on LO, Tl (1.5) 
0 
x(t) E K for t E [0, T] (1.6) 
L(x, u) E L1(O, T). (1.7) 
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The set of all attainable pairs will be denoted by C, . We shall also denote by 
D(Z) the effective domain of I, i.e., 
Let H: H x U+ [--a, +a] be the H amiltonian function corresponding 
to L. In other words 
We set 
H(x, p) = sup{& u) - L(x, u); u E U). (1.8a) 
Dom, H = {x E H; H(x, p) > -co for every p E U}, 
Dom, H = {p E U; H(x, p) < + co for every x E H). 
The set Dom H = Dam, H x Dom, H is called the effective domain of H. 
For the study of problem (1 .l)-( 1.3) one needs further conditions on L, 1 
and K. The first is: 
(A) Dom, H = H and 0 E int Dom, H. 
The condition that Dom, H = H implies that for every x E H there exists 
at least an element u E U such that L(x, U) < + CO. The rest of the assump- 
tions (0 E int Dom, H) is a growth condition of Nagumo-Tonelli type on 
L(x, v) as a function of et. In fact it can be equivalently expressed as: 
,,&JC~> 4illu II 2 P > 0 for all x E H. (1.8b) 
(B) There is at least onepair offunctions (x, u) E C(0, T; H) x La(O, T, U) 
satisfying (I .5, 1.7) and 
WO), 49) -=c +a, x(t) E int K for every t E [0, T]. (1.9) 
(C) There is at least one uttuinuble pair (x0 , xT) E C, n D(Z) such that 
one of the following two conditions holds: 
xr E int{h E H; (x,, , h) E C,-}. (1.10) 
xr E int{h E H; (x0 , h) E D(Z)}. (1.11) 
2. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR OPTIMAL CONTROL 
We assume familiarity with the definitions and basic results in theory of 
convex functions defined on infinite dimensional spaces. However, for easy 
reference we review some basic facts about conjugates and subdifferentials. 
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Given a lower semicontinuous convex function p from a Banach space S to 
]-CO, j-co] and a point s E X, we denote by +(x) the set of all x” E X* 
such that 
944 d d3’) + (x - y, x*) for every ?/ E &X. 
Here X* is the dual space of X and (x, x*) is the value of .P E S>’ at .v E X. 
Such vectors x* are called subgradients of v at x, and +(,v) is called the 
subdzjferential of q~ at x. For every x E X, +(x) is a closed convex subset 
(possibly empty) of X. If 9 happens to be GIteaux differentiable at x, then 
+(x) consists of a single element, namely the gradient Vg?(.x) of cp at x. 
The function v*: X* -]--co, +co] defined by 
y”(x”) = sup{@, x*) - g)(x); x E X} 
is called the conjugate of v. The function v* is always convex and lower 
semicontinuous on X*. In the case where X is reflexive one has x* E a,(x) 
if and only if x E +*(x*). 
We shall denote by aZ(x i , q) the subdifferential of the convex function I at 
6% , 2 x ). Thus aZ(x, , xa) is a certain closed convex subset of H x H. The 
subdifferential aL(x, U) of L at (x, U) E H x U will be a closed convex subset 
of H x U which will be written (somewhat imperfectly) as 
where a&(x, u) C H and &L(x, u) C U. If L is actually (finite and) Gateaux 
differentiable at (x, u), then &L(x, U) = V&(x, U) and &L(x, u) = V,L(x, u). 
We shall say that a given pair (x, U) E C(0, T; H) x L2(0, T; U) is extremaZ 
for problem (1.1) N (1.3) if there exist functions q E L2(0, T, H), 
wcBV(O, T; H) and p: [0, T]-+ H, b ounded and strongly measurable on 
[0, T] such that 
x(t) = S(t, 0) x(0) + 1’ S(t, s) B(s) u(s) ds on P9 Tl (2-l) 
p(t) = S*(T t>?(T) - 6 S*(s, t) ds) ds - 6 S*(s, t) dw(s), O<t<T 
(2.2) 
w’ E d-(x, K) (2.3) 
P*(t)m 4(t)) E a%4t), w> a.e. tElO> TC (2.4) 
(p(O), ---p(T)) E aZ(x(O), z(T)) (transversality). (2.5) 
As mentioned before the distributional derivative w’ of w E BV(0, T; H) 
is a H-valued bounded measure p on [0, T]. In this context, sr S(s, t) dw(s) 
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denotes the integral of S*(O, t) over [t, T] with respect to measure p generated 
by w on [0, T]. In order to avoid some technical discussions concerning the 
applicability of Fubini’s theorem, we shall mean by sr S*(s, t) dw(s) the 
function g(t): [0, T] -+ H defined by 
6 (g(t), #(t)) dt = p [I S*(t, s) #(s) dsj for every # EG(O, T; H). 
It should be noted that if K = H (i.e., are no state constraints) then 
M(x, K) = (0) so that equation (2.2) shows that the dual extremal arc p(t) is 
continuous in t on [0, T]. 
To be more specific, let us suppose that S(t, s) = S(t - s) is an one 
parameter semigroup and let A be its infinitesimal generator. Then the 
function p(t) = - lf S*(s - t) d w s satisfies in the sense of vectorial ( ) 
distributions over IO, T[ the equation 
p’ + A*p = IL. 
Inasmuch as p E A’(0, T; H) we may infer that p’ E A’(O, T; (D(A))*) so 
that p E BV(0, T; (D(A))*). Here (D(A))* denotes the dual space of D(A) 
endowed with graph norm. 
The main result of this paper may be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Assume the existence of spaces, functionals and operators 
satisfying the above hypotheses. Then, in order that the pair [x, u] be optimal in 
the problem (1.1) - (1.3), it is necessary and sujicient that it is extremal. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
1. Suficiency. Let [x, U] be extremal. Fixing (y, v) E C(0, T; H) x 
L2(0, T; U), we observe from (2.4) and the definition of “subgradient” that 
W,u) <L(Y,v) + (4,~ - y) + (M(t) (u - v)) a.e. on IO, T[. (3.1) 
If y and v satisfy Eq. (1.2) and (1.3) then by (2.2) we have 
s ,’ (p(t), W W-v(t))> dt 
= I f (P(T), S*(T> t) B(t) (u(t) - v(t)>) dt 
- J‘,’ P(t) W> - v(t)), 6 S*(s, 4 cd4 4 dt - 6 P(t) (u(t) - v(t)>, 
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s 
T 
s*(s, t) dw(s)) dt 
t 
= -W), VT 0) (40) - Y(W) + (lvh x(T) -Y(T)) 
- iT k(s), 4s) - Y(S)) ds - (WI -- Y(O), joT S*(s, 0) cd4 ds) 
- 
LT (B(t) (44 - +a J1’ s*cs, t) W)) 6% 
and therefore 
- (40) - Y(O), iT S*(s, 0) dw(s)) - joT MS), 44 - Y(S)) ds 
- LT (B(t) (44 - u(t))> s,’ S*(s, t> d+)) dt. (3.2) 
Here we have used in particular, the property of S(s, t) and Fubini’s 
theorem. 
On the other hand, interchanging the order of integration, which is easily 
justified by Fubini’s theorem, yields 
Hence 
s,r (B(t) (u(t) - v(t)), iT S*(s, t) dw(s)) dt 
= iT (S*(s, t) dw(s>, [ B(t) (u(t) - @)) dt) 
= PW - r(t)> - &w~ 0) W) - YWN. 
(40) - Y(O), iT S*(s, 0) d44) + iT (B(t) (4) - 4th iT S*(s, t) dub)) dt 
= P(X - Y) b 0, 
because p = w’ E X(x, K). Comparing this inequality with (3.1) and (3.2) 
we conclude that 
iT+, 4 dt < tTL(y, 4 dt + (IV), x(T) - Y(T)) - (P(O), 40) - Y(O)) 
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while by (2.5) we have 
Since y, w were arbitrary we may conclude that (x, U) is optimal for the 
problem (1.1)-(1.3). 
2. Necessity. The proof of the necessity in Theorem 1 is more com- 
plicated so we shall divide it in several steps. We define 
L,(x,Z) = inf 1 I x -y I2 + II u - 0 /I2 2h +L(Y,q;YEH,~Eu I 
L(h, , h2) = inf 1 
I h, - 4 I2 + I A2 - h2 I2 
2h + VI , fi,); fil 3 h2 E H I 
and 
v,+(x) = inf{j x - y 12/2h; y E K). 
We recall (see e.g. [6]) that for every X > 0 the functions L, , Z,, and yA are 
convex, everywhere finite and FrCchet differentiable on H x U, H x H 
and H, respectively. 
Let [x, U] be an optimal pair of the problem (l.l)-(1.3). The first step of 
the proof is given by Lemma 1 below. 
LEMMA 1. For every h > 0 there exist xA E C(0, T; H), uA eL2(0, T; H) 
and p, E C(0, T; H) such that 
x,(t) = S(t, 0) x,(O) + I‘” S(t, s) B(s) uA(s) for 0 < t < T (3.3) 
0 
PA(t) = S*(T, t) p,(T) - J1’ S*(s, t) G-L(xA , uJ ds - j-T S*(s, t) BOA ds> 
t 
(3.4) 
B*(t)p,(O + u(t) - 44 = 4A(xA(% MN 
MO) + 40) - 4% -A( = W44~ Q)). 
Furthermore, 
a-e. tElO, T[ 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
ljjXA =x in C(0, T; H). (3.7) + 
lpp ==U strongly in L2(0, T; U). (3.8) + 
409/56/3-2 
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Proof. Let F,,: H x L2(0, T; G) -1-03, +CO] be the convex function 
defined by 
FA@> 4 = j’ (MY(~), 40) + 4 II u(t) - v(t)ll” + VA(Y(~)) dt 
t” W,y(T)) + it I h - x(OV 
where 
Obviously, FA attains its infimum on H x L2(0, T; U) in a unique point 
(h, , u,J. Setting 
xA(t> = s(t, 0) h, + j” s(t, s) B(s) u&) ds 
0 
we may write 
FA@A > 4 = s = WMt)> 40) + ii II 44 - WI2 + 4W) dt 
-; h(W), G(T)) + i I G-4 - 4W’. (3.9) 
This implies by a standard argument that 
I oT [(qdt) + %4x,(t)), r(t)) + (4J(x&), dt)) + W - u(t), zW1 dt 
+ (W + x,(O) - x(O),~(o)) + (h2,~(T)) = 0 (3.10) 
for all y E C(0, T; H) and v EL~(O, T; U) which satisfy 
y(t) = s(t, 0) y(0) + f s(t, 4 B(s) 44 4 on LO, Tl. (3.11) 
0 
Here we have used the notations 
QA = 4?wA > 4; w, h21 = %(%(O), %(T)). 
Let p, E C(0, T, H) be defined by 
h(t) = --S*(T t) h2 - i= S*(s, t) (PA(S) + ~v,(x,(s)>) ds, O<t<T. 
Then 
J1: (B*?,(t), v(t)> dt = - 6 ((q,(s) + %G,(s)), j; S(s, t) B(t) v(t)) dt) ds 
T - 1 (hA2, S(T, t) B(t) v(t)) dt 
‘0 
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and a simple calculation involving (3.10) and (3.11), yields 
B*(t) PA(t) = 4JA(xA(t), u,$)) + M) - u(t) a.e. 
P*(O) = h1 + x,(O) - 4% 
on 101 T[ 
Summarizing to this point, we have shown that x, , u,, and p, satisfy Eqs. 
(3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6). 
Recalling that 
FA(h, , %) < FA(h, q 
it follows from (3.9) that 
for every (h, V) E H x L2(0, T; U) 
3 s T 11 uA(t) - u(t)l12 dt + $ 1 ~~(0) - x(O)/” 0 
<; ioTL(x, u) dt - Jo= (L A ( XA 7 ~3 + P)A(XA)) dt + WO), x(T)) (3.12) 
- 4(x,(O), x (T)) 
because L,(x, U) < L(x, u), p,,(x) < v(x) and Z,(x(O), x(T)) < Z(x(O), x(T)) for 
all A > 0. 
Since the subdifferential aL is maximal monotone in (H x U) x (H x U), 
the operator (I + ML)-l is well defined and nonexpansive on H ;: U (see 
e.g. [6]). Moreover, by definition of L, and Z,, we have 
L&A 9 A - 2 u )  XII a-5+, , u~)II&~ + ~((1 + xaL)-l (xA , u,)) (3.13) 
4(x,(O), x,(T)) = ; II WMO, ~nW)ll?~ + 41 + Aal)-’ (x,(O), 4W 
(3.14) 
Here we have used the same symbol I to denote the identity operator in 
11 x U and H x H, respectively. In particular, (3.13) and (3.14) imply that 
$$[(I + haLj-1 (x, ,4 - (xA ,di = 0 strongly in 
L2(0, T; H) x L2(0, T; U), 
@[(I + Xaz)-l (x,(O), -Q(T)) - (xA(O), x,(T))1 = 0 strongly in H x H. 
Since [uA , x,(O)] remain in a bounded subset of L2(0, T; U) x H we may 
assume that 
u, --f 22 weakly in L2(0, T; U) 
x, ---f f weakly in L2(0, T; H) 
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and 
[XJO), r,(T)] ----f [x(O), N(T)] 
We also observe that 
weakly in H i H. 
2(t) :-= qt, 0) 5(O) f jt qt, s) B(s) C(s) ds for t E [0, T]. 
0 
Furthermore, since ji vA(xA(t)) dt is bounded, from the definition of vn 
we may infer that Z(t) E K for every t E [0, T]. 
The function (y, v) --j siL(y, U) dt being convex and lower semicon- 
tinuous on L2(0, T; H) x P(O, T; U) it is weakly lower semicontinuous too. 
Thus by (3.13) we may infer that 
liy pf /‘L,(x, , z+) dt 3 /‘L(x, U) dt. + 
0 0 
Next by (3.14) 
liy+$f I,,(x,@), zA(T)) > 1(x(O), x(T)). 
Comparing these inequalities with (3.12), we conclude that 2 == x, ii = u and 
l&l x,(O) = x(0) strongly in H, 
lpp=U strongly in L2(0, T; U) + 
In particular this implies that lim A+O xA(t) = x(t) uniformly in t on [0, T], as 
claimed. 
LEMMA 2. Let {p,,> be the family of functions that appear in Lemma 1, Then 
there is a positive constant C independent of A such that 
/ pA( T)/ < C for all h > 0. (3.15) 
Proof. Since the proof is essentially the same as in the author’s paper [3], 
it will thus only sketched. For every (K, h2) E H x H we denote 
+(h’, h2) = inf{G(v); v E L2(0, T; U); y(t) E K on [0, T]; y(0) == hl, y(T) = h2) 
where 
G(v) = jr (W(t)> v(t)) + 4 II 44 - u(t)112) dt 
0 
and y(t) = S(t)y(O) + $, S(t, s) B(s) V(S) ds on [0, T]. The function G is 
convex, lower semicontinuous on L2(0, T; U) and G(v) - +oo as 
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/I z, IIL,(s,rzU) -+ $00. Also observe that D($) = C, and for every (hl, h2) E C, 
the infimum defining $(K, h2) is attained. In particular, this implies that 4 
is convex, lower semicontinuous and nowhere --oo on H x H. 
First, we suppose that condition (1.10) in Hypothesis (C) holds. Thus, 
there is y E C(0, T; H) and p > 0 such that Z(y(O), y(T)) < +cc and 
d(Yc%Y(T) + $1 G c for all h E H, ) h 1 = I 
where C is some positive constant. Let (v, a) EL~(O, T; U) x C(0, T; H) be 
such that z(t) E K on [0, T] and 
z(t) = s(t, 0) z(o) + I’ S(t, s) B(s) +) 4 O<t<T, 
0 
and 
40) = Y(O), G’-) = Y(T) + 4 
I =(L(+), +)I + 4 II w(t) - u(t)l12) dt = MO), 4T)). 0 
Since qn(z) = 0, it follows from Eqs. (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) that 
I Tw( A 0 x,, ,uJ + v&J + 4 II u,+ - u II”> dt - lT (L(z, 4 + Q II ~1 - u II”) dt 
G (A(T)> xA(T) - G”)) - MO)~ x,(O) - Y(O)). 
Hence 
p(pJ T), A) d C + $(Y(O)>Y(T) + ~4 + (PA(TMTN - (PA&% XA(O) - Y(O)) 
< C + +(Y@), Y(T) + $3 + ZAP Y(T)) - M@), XAC% 
Since &(y(O), y(T)) <Z(y(O), y( T)) and Z&~(O), xJ T)) are uniformly bounded 
from below, we may infer that 
f(P*(n f4 G c forallA> and Ihl=l. 
(We shall denote by C several positive constants independent of h). The 
letter implies (3.15) as claimed. Next, we shall assume that condition (1 .l 1) 
holds and choose y E C(0, T; H) such that [y(O), y(T)] E C, n D(Z) and 
y(T) E int(h E H; [y(O), h] E D(Z)}. 
This implies that function h + Z(y(O), h) is locally bounded at h = y(T). 
In other words there exist p > 0 and C > 0 such that 
Z(Y(O), Y(T) + 4 G C forallhEH, Ihj =l. (3.16) 
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Again using the transversality conditions (3.6) we get 
f(PA(V, h) G (PAW, %(O) -Y(O)) - (PA(n %(T) -Y(T)) (3.17) 
- (Xn(O), %(O) - 40)) - u%(O), Xn(l’)) + 4(Y(O),Y(T) + f4. 
But making use once again by (3.3) - (3.5) we deduce after same calculations 
that {(p,(O), ~~(0) - y(0)) - (p,(T), XJ T) - y(T))} is bounded. Thus by the 
same device as before, (3.16) and (3.17) again imply (3.15). 
LEMMA 3. There is a positive constant C independent of such that 
I PA(t)1 < C on LO, 1’1 
i’ 
T / +,(x,(t))/ dt L C 
0 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
for all suficiently small A > 0. 
Proof. According to Hypothesis (B) there are x0 E C(0, T; H), 
u. EL~(O, T; U) and p > 0 such that 
and 
x0(t) = S(t, 0) x0(O) + J‘f S(t, s) B(s) uo(s) ds 
0 
@o(O), x,,(T)) < + 03, x,(t) + ph E K for t E [0, T], 1 h / = 1. 
On the other hand, from the definition of +,,(x,), we have 
@PAJ~ x, ~ xo - 4) a d-4 ~ ~),@a -t ph) 
while 
dXo(t) + ph) T- 0 foreverytE[O,T], Ihj -1. 
Hence 
P Jb’ I %W))l dt G rb’ (%+n(t))> xdt) - x,(t)) dt for all A > 0. (3.20) 
Making use of Eq. (3.3), we get 
:= (40) - xo(O)> JOT s*(t, 0) (UL,(XA t uJ + &J&J) dt (3.21) 
+ f- (%Mt)) + %JL,Mt)~ W)~ J^: s(t> 4 B(s) (4s) - uo(s)) ds) dt. 
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Next, we apply Fubini’s theorem and substitute the right side of (3.4) into 
(3.21) to obtain, 
- s = (&.J,(x, , UA) + *,I - u, UA - uo> dt 
+ &), %(O> - x,(O)) - fw 0) @A(O) - xow 
= - (p,(O), X,(O) - x,(O)) + (PA(T), %(T) - x0(T)) 
- joT (a,L(x, , uA) +uA - U, uA - uo> dt. 
Wc observe from (3.6, 3.22) and the definition of subgradient that 
(3.22) 
- (P,(T), XA(T) - X0(T)) + (PA(O), %(O) - x,(O)) 
2 joT (LA@, > ~3 + 4 II UA - u II”) dt - 5,’ (L,(xo 3 uo) + ii II u - uo II”) dt 
+ LMO), XAPY - MXOP)~ X0(T)) + (%(O) - x(O), XA(O) - xow 
Since -&(x0 , uo> < L(x, , uo) E-W, T), t4(xo(0), x0(T)) < Go(O), x0(T)) d 
+co, it follows from (3.22) that 
s = hh), XA - x0) dt G c 
for all X > 0 
0 
because {x~ , uJ is bounded in C(0, T; H) x L2(0, T; U) and LA, In are 
uniformly bounded from below by affine functions. Thus, comparing this 
inequality with (3.20) we obtain the estimate (3.19) as desired. In order to 
prove (3.18) we shall use Hypothesis (A). Let aH = {--aa, a,H} be the 
subdz~erentiu2 of Hamiltonian function H(x, p). In other words, 
a$(x,p> = {v E u; H(x, P) < H&P) + 0 - Is, v>; V f u>, 
a&x, p) = {y E H; H(x, P) > H(% P) + (x - f, Y); Vx E H). 
We note that H(x, p) and aH(x,p) are locally bounded at every point 
(x, p) E int Dom H (see R. T. Rockafellar [13, 141). Thus, by our assumption, 
there is p > 0 such that 
I HMt) + Pt O>l G C fortE[O, T], 1 h / = 1, (3.23) 
sup{II 2 II; 2 E a&q@) + fk 0)) G c fortg[O,T], lhl=l. (3.24) 
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(The function x(t) being continuous, its range is compact in H). Let 
v~: [0, T] + G be such that I E 8JS(x(t) -1~ ph, 0). Thus in virtue of the 
conjugacy correspondence between L and 1f, one has 
L@(t) + plz, Q(t)) = -H(x(t) i $2, 0) 
so that (3.23) and (3.24) imply that 
J%(t) + Pt s(t)) < c for t E [0, T] and j h / = 1 (3.25) 
II %L(t)ll G c fortE[O,T] and l/r ==l. (3.26) 
We set qn(t) = 8,JL,(x,(t), u,+(t)) and use once again the definition of aL,, and 
Eq. (3.5) to obtain 
h(t), %(4 - 4t) - f4 + @*(t)P*(t) +u(t) - w, %W - %W 
3 44.5(t), u&N - 4Mt) + fh dt)), a-e. t E]O, T[. 
In this inequality we take h = qA(t)/l qn(t)l an use the estimate (3.25) to get d 
I Q&l d Cl + C2(l Ih( + II 49 - %(W II m - %P)ll > 
a.e. t E IO, q (3.27) 
for all sufficiently small A. Here we have also used the fact that lim,,, xA(t) = 
x(t) uniformly in t on [0, T]. 
Substitution of (3.15), (3.19) and (3.27) into (3.4) yields 
I A( G c (1 + J1’ I PAN I II %(4 - %Oll) A 
+ Jtr II 44 - Wll II Q) - ~&>ll ds for every t E [0, T]. 
Using (3.25), the fact that {z+} is bounded in L2(0, T, U) and Gronwall’s 
inequality we may conclude that (1 pA(t are uniformly bounded in t on 
[0, T]. This concludes the proof of Lemma 3. 
We now turn to the proof of necessity in Theorem 1. First we observe that 
Lemma 1 and the estimate (3.27) imply that 
where {&} is a family of measurable subsets of [0, T] having the property that 
meas{]O, T[\&} -+ 0 as X + 0. 
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(In all cases where the notion of measure intervenes, Lebesgue measure is 
understood unless stated expressly to the contrary). Define 
Then 
for t E Eh , 
for t E; [0, T]\E, . 
(3.28) 
for all sufficiently small h > 0. 
Now we may take weakly convergent subsequences. There exists a sub- 
sequence (again denoted A) convergent to zero such that 
!iA + 4 weakly in L2(0, T; H) 
PA-+P weakly-star in L”(0, T; H) 
PA(O) -Po weakly in H 
PAG?-,PT weakly in H. 
Fixing (h, , h,) in H x H we observe from (3.6) and the definition of al, that 
(p,(O) + x(O) - %(O), 4) - 4 - (PA(T), x,(T) - h2) 
t h(%(O), %(T)) - @I Y h2) 
while 
lj$ w.5 9 h2) = @I 5 h2h liy$f ~~(~~(O), @“)) 3 W% W)). 
(This may be seen by the same device as that used in the proof of Lemma 1). 
Therefore, 
(PO 9 40) - M - (PT 9 x(T) - A,) Z W), +“N - & , h2) 
because [zA(0), q(T)] -+ [x(O), X(T)] strongly in H x H. Thus we have 
shown that 
[PO > -P*l E ww, m). (3.29) 
Now we fix (y, v) in L2(0, T; H) x L2(0, T; 77). We have 
(qA(t), dt) - r(t)) + <B*(t) PAW + w - %(a w - W) 
2 4&(t), +I) - -WY(~), +>) a.e- on IO, T[. 
(3.30) 
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Integrating both sides of (3.30) and letting h - 0, it follows from (3.28) that 
J 
I((q, x - y) + (B”(t)p, u - v)) dt >: j-‘I+, u) dt - jJ:L(y, v) dt 
0 (3.31) 
because lim,,,L,( y, V) = L(y, V) and lim,,, inf jiLn(xn , u,J dt > jiL(x, u) dt 
(see the proof of Lemma 1). Sincey and ZI were arbitrary, the integral inequal- 
ity (3.31) implies the pointwise inequality 
k(t), x(t) - y) + (B*(t) p(t), 44 ~ vi 2 &(t), u(t)) - U, v) a.e. 
on IO, T[ 
for all y in H and v in U. In other words, we have shown that 
[4(t), B*(t) P(t)1 EWG), 49 a.e. on IO, TL (3.32) 
Next, define 
Lemma 3 shows that (1 zuJt)l} is uniformly bounded in t on [0, T]. Then 
extracting further subsequence if necessary, we may assume that 
WA - w weakly-star in Lm(O, T; H) 
as X--f 0. Moreover, we have 
j lT (w(t)7 v’(t)) dt / < Csup{l v(t))l; 0 < t < Tl, 
for every p E 9(0, T; H). (We have denoted by 9(0, T; H) the space of all 
infinitely differentiable functions v: [0, T] + H with compact support in 
IO, T[). Thus we may conclude that w(t) coincides almost everywhere on 
IO, T[ with a H-valued function (again denoted w) of bounded variation on 
[0, T] (see [6, Proposition A.51. Furthermore, the derivative w’ of w taken 
in the sense of H-valued distributions over IO, T[ is a measure p E &‘(O, T; H). 
From the definition of v,, we see that 
s I- h’(t)> 49 - y(t)) dt t 0 
for every y E X 
0 
where X = {y E C(0, T; H); y(t) E K for t E [0, T]}. Since We’ -+ w’ in the 
weak-star topology of &(O, T; H) we may infer that 
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(3.33) 
Let s*(t, s): [0, T] x [0, T] -L(H, H) be defined by 
Then 
S*(t, s) = I;*‘“’ 4 forO<s<t<T 
for 0 < t < s < T. 
!)I s*(t, S) +,(X,(S)) ds = joT s*(t, S) WA'(S) ds - WA(t). 
This shows that for every t E [0, T], 1 imA+, (A(t) - 74)) = P(t) - w(t) 
exists in the weak topology of H and 
p(t) := S*(T, t) p, - jtT S*(s, t) q(s) ds - i@*(*, 0) + w(t) for t E [0, T] 
(3.34) 
where p is the vectorial measure defined’by 
MO h) = PW) for every h E H and P EL(H, H). 
It should be observed by Fubini’s theorem thatg(t) = -p(s*(., t)) + w(t) 
may be equivalently defined as 
s oT k(t), #(t>) dt = CL(I” o s*(t, 4 Wds) > for every 4 E L1(O, T; H). 
Finally, we note that p, = p(O) and p, = p(T). 
Then comparing (3.34) with (3.29), (3.32) and (3.33) we may infer that 
functions x, u, p and w satisfy the optimality conditions (2.1) - (2.5). In 
other words, we have shown that (x, u) is extremal for the problem (1.1) - 
(1.2) which completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. CONTROL OF LINEAR HEREDITARY DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS 
We begin by reviewing some basic facts about linear hereditary differential 
systems (see [IO] for a fuller exposition on the subject). The framework 
adopted in this paper and the general results stated below are essentially due 
to Delfour and Mitter [9]. 
Let N >, 1 be an integer, let a > 0, 0 = B,, > 0, ,... > ON = --a be real 
numbers and b 3 a. 
The symbol ,rZa,, denotes the space of all p x 9 real matrices endowed with 
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a suitable norm. The symbol P(--b, 0; R”) denotes the space of all “square 
integrable” functions endowed with the seminorm 
Ii Y iI&. = I U(0)12 -I- \” I Y(W do. 
‘-b 
The quotient space of Pz( --6,O; Ii”) by the linear subspace of all y such that 
Ij y II,,,2 = 0, will be denoted by ikP(--b, 0; R”), and its norm by 1; . ilM1 
The space M2(--b; 0; R”) is isometrically isomorphic to the product space 
R” x L2(--b, 0; R”). In this context any y E M2(--b, 0; Rn) will be expressed 
as y = {y”, y’} where y” E R” and yi E L2(--b, 0; R”). The space 
M2(--b, 0; RR’“) is a Hilbert space with inner product 
(x, Y) = (x0, YO> + J;b G-w), Yl(W &I 
for X, y E M2(--b, 0; Rn) (the angle brackets on the right stand for the usual 
inner product in R”). We shall also need Hl(0, T; R”), the Hilbert space of all 
absolutely continuous functions X: [0, T] --+ RR” with the property that the 
function t + x’(t) = (&/dt) (t) belongs to L2(0, T, Rn). Finally, we shall use 
the symbol I%‘(--b, T; R”) to denote the set of all functions x(t): E--b, 7’1 --f R” 
which beong to EP(0, T; R”) on [0, T] an d are “square integrable” on l--b, O[. 
For t E [0, T], xt denotes the function on l--b, 0[ defined by 
xt(e) = x(t + 4, --b<e<o. 
Consider the affine hereditary differential system defined on [0, T]; 
b<T<+co, 
x’(t) = I,, x(t) + t 4(t) ~~(4) + So ~~~(6 0) xt(e) de 
i=l -b 
+ B(t) u(t), a.e. on 1% T[ (4.1) 
x0 = h, h E M2(-b, 0; R”) (4.2) 
where A,, and Ai (i = 1, 2,..., N) are in Lm(O, T, Z&), A,, EL,(O, T; -b, 
0; &J, B EL~(O, T; 9&) and u cL2(0, T; R”). It should be said that under 
the above hypotheses (4.1) has a unique solution x(., h, U) in W(-b, T; Rn). 
Let #o(t, s): A x A -+ Zn, be the unique solution in EP(s, T; &J of the 
system 
a4,(4 4 ~ = A,,(t) 40(4 4 + g A,(t) $p” +ei ’ s)p at zt;e;fes/ 
+ J-0, A,,(6 e) jftp” + ” ‘)’ EtteFG,“/ de, a.e. in Is, T[ 
(4.3) 
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and let dl(t, S, 7): A x d x l--b, 0[ + 9&, be defined by 
7 + s - t < 4 G 7 
otherwise 
&(t, s + 7 - 0) Al& + 7 - B,Q de, s + 7 d t - b 
do(t, s + 7 - 0) A,,(s + 7 - e,q 4 s + 7 > t - b 
(4.4) 
Let S(t, s): D = ((t, S): 0 < S < t < Tj+ 9(M2(---b, 0; P), M2(--b, 0; 
P)) be defined by 
S(t, s) k = So(t, s) ho + &(t, s) k1 (4.5) 
where So(t, S) E 9(P, AR--b, 0; R”)) and Sr(t, S) E 9(L2(--b; R”); M2(--b, 
0; RN)) are given by 
(4.6) 
and 
kw, S) w(e) = w + 6 s, 7) h’(7) d7, t + 0 3 s - (4 7) 
t+e<s i . 
It turns out that S(t, s) satisfies the following properties 
qt, r) = qt, s) a, r), T >, t 3 s 3 r > 0, S(t, t) = I, 0 < t < T. 
Define the operator s(t): Rn --f M2(-b, 0; Rn) as 
Let Z(t) = .CQ: [0, T] --f iW2(---b, 0; R”) be the unique solution of the system 
(4.1). Then f can be expressed as 
2(t) = S(t, 0) a(O) + l,t S(t, s) B(s) u(s) ds, O<t<T. (4.8) 
LetL: R” x R,+]--00, +CO] and 1: M2(-b, 0; R”) x M2(-b, 0; Rn) + 
] - co, + co] be given lower semicontinuous convex functions. 
The control problem we shall examine is: 
Minimize 
s T-Wt), u(t)) dt + 4x0 , XT-) (4.9) 0 
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in s E W(--6, T; R’“) and u EL~(O, T; R”“), subject to 
x’(t) == &(t) x(t) + i A&(t) xt(t)J --I 1” A”&, e) xt(e) de 
i=l - 4 
+ B(t) u(t) a.e. t ~10, T[ 
(4.10) 
x(t) E K for every t E [0, T] (4.11) 
where K is a closed convex subset of Rn. It should be recalled that in (4.9) 
x0 E &‘a(---b, 0; Rn) represents the initial condition [x(O), h’(e)] into Eq. 
(4.10), while xr = [x(T), x(T + e)]. 
In particular, the optimization problem 
s 
T 
Minimize -W(t), u(t)) dt 
0 
over all (x, U) E W(-ZJ, T, R”) x L2(0, T; R”) satisfying (4.10), (4.11) and 
XOEXO, XTEXT 
can be formulated as a problem of the type (4.9), setting 
Z(Yl1 Y2> = !~~ if 
Here X0 and XT are nonempty closed convex subsets of AP-6, 0; R”). 
(In particular, X0 or XT may consist of a single point or be all of 
&‘a(-& 0; R”)). As mentioned in Section I, also there are implicit control 
constraint 
u(t) E U, = {u E R”; L&x, u) < + co}. 
Let E: IMs(---b, 0; Rn) x Rn* *]--co, +co] be defined as 
Jqh, 24) =L(hO, u) 
for u E Rm and h = {ho, hi} E Iin x L2(--b, 0; RR”) = M2(--b, 0; R”). In 
terms of 2, B and 2 defined above, we can express problem (4.9) N (4.11) as: 
Minimize 
s ‘@(t), u(t)) dt + @(O), x(T)) 
(4.12) 
0 
in x” E C(0, T; M2(--b, 0; R”)) and u eL2(0, T; R”), subject to 
S(t) = S(t, 0) a(O) + .c,’ S(t, s) B(s) u(s) ds,. O,<t<T (4.13) 
a(t) E R for t E [0, T], (4.14) 
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where 
R = {h = (P, K) E My-b, 0; R”); ho E K). (4.15) 
We are in the situation of general problem (1 .l) N (1.2) described in 
Section 1, where H = M2(-b, 0; R”), U = Rm, K = l?, L =E and S(t, s) 
defined as above. Extremality conditions (2.2)-(2.5) can be expressed in this 
case as 
j(t) == S*( T, t) a( T) - 1’ S*(s, t) q(s) ds - Jt’ S*(s, t) dzZ(s), O<t<T 
(4.16) 
zi3’ E A-@, 9) (4.17) 
B*(t)jqt) E a,qqt>, u(t)); q(t) E a&(2(t), u(t)) a.e. on IO, TC 
(4.18) 
@P>, -W)) E W(O), V)) (4.19) 
where j(t) = [p(t), p,(t, e)]: [0, T] + R” x L2(--6, 0; Rn) and 6 = [w, wr] E 
BV(0, T; R”) x BV(0, T; L2(-b, 0; R”)). 
Observe that % = {i?L, O> and A’(.%, Z?) = {No(x, K), O> C A(O, T; R”) x 
.I(O, T; L2(-b, 0; R”)), where 
Jlm(x, K) = {p E A’(0, T; R”); p(x - y) >, 0 fory E C(0, T; Rn), 
r(t) E K on LO, TI). 
Thus p(t) = [q(t), 0] and e?)(t) = [w(t), 01, where 
(4.20) 
q(t) E a&.(x(t), u(t)) a.e. on IO, T[, q EL~(O, T; R”) 
and 
w E BV(0, T; R”), w’ = p E Mo(x, K). 
On the other hand, it follows from (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7) that 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
s*(t, s) h = [s,*(t, s) h, sl*(t, s) h] 
where 
for h E M2(--6, 0; Rn) (4.23) 
So*@, s) h = cjo*(t, s) ho + I‘” +o*(t + 0, s) W(B) de, O<s<t<T 
g--t (4.24) 
and 
(s,*(t, s) h) (7) = A*@, s, 7) ho + j-s-t$l*(f + 0, s, 4 We) de 
-b 
h’(q + s - t), 
+ lo, 
17 > t - b - s 
i q<t-b-s ’ 
(4.25) 
forO<s<t<T, r]E]---b,O[. 
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Then a simple calculation involving (4.16), (4.23), (4.24) and (4.25) yields 
P(t) = Al*(T, f)P(T) i- jtyTda*(l. .---- ?1> t)m-, 17) 4
[0, T]. (4.26) 
P&, 0) =h*(T, t, e)PU”) + ft-T+l*(T + rl, t, e)p,(T, 7) 4 - -b 
p,(T,B+t-T), e>T-b-q 
+ lo, e<T-b-tj- t i T 41% f, ‘4 Q(S) ds 
- s tT$,*b, t  ‘4 d+) for 0 < t < T, --b < 0 < 0 (4.27) 
where &, and dI are defined by (4.3) and (4.4). We set p,(T, 7) = x(q) a.e. 
on ]-6,0[. Thus Eq. (4.26) can be written as 
~(4 = +o*K 9~07 - j,= +o*(s, t) d4 ds - (-+o*(s, 9 W4 Y 
I 
(4.28) 
s T;k~,,*(s, t) x(s - T) ds, 0 < t < T - 6 
+ T 
s 
&*(s, t) z(s - T) ds, T - b < t < T t 
while 
and 
&*(e - BJp(B - e,>, 
Pl(O~ 0) = 9g lo, 
Bf < e < 0 
--b<e<e9 I 
+ j;b 4%~ - 17?7> PC0 - 7) d7 
(4.29) 
We set 
H(O) = MO)7 AK4 a M-1 = b(T), @‘)I- (4.30) 
A& - 8, e) p(t - e) de, 0 < t < T - 6 
. (4.31) 
A,,+e,e)p(t-e)de, T--b<t<T 
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Thus, Eq. (4.28) h s ows that the function p(t) belongs to BV(0, T, Rn) and 
satisfies the hereditary adjoint system 
P’(t) + 4*wP(t) + gt _ q, “,r “b = TT ;I = cl(t) +w’ 
on IO, T[ (4.32) 
where p’ and w’ are taken in the sense of distributions. 
Summarizing to this point, we have seen that according to definition given 
in Section 1, the pair (x, U) is said to be extremal for the given optimal control 
problem, iff there exist functions p E BV(0, T, P), w E BV(0, T; Rn), 
p EL~(O, T; Rn) and x eL2(-b, 0; P) satisfying Eq. (4.32) and 
w’ E d-(x, K) (4.33) 
B*(t) p(t) E &w4t), w; 4(t) E %Wt), u(t)), a.e. on IO, T[ 
(4.34) 
C$(% -IV)1 E W, > XT) (4.35) 
where j(O), j(T) E M2(--b, 0; I?%) are defined by (4.30). 
Let N(x, K) denote the cone of normals in Rn to K at the point x. This is 
the closed convex cone defined by 
N(x, K) = {y eRn; (y, x - u) 3 0 for all u E K}. 
Observe that the derivative p’ in Eq. (4.32) is an R”-valued measure on 
[0, T]. Thus we can write p’ as 
P’ = At) dt + c”s 
where l-~s i  a certain singular measure and j(t) is the ordinary derivative of 
p(t) (which exists for almost every t). S imilarly, the measure p = w’ can be 
expressed as 
I* = ,4) dt + A 
where pa EU(O, T) is the absolutely continuous part of p. Then condition 
(4.33) can be expressed in the following equivalent form (see [16]) 
At) E NW, K) at. t E IO, T[ 
while 
44Wv E W(t), K) v a.e. (4.36) 
where dpJdv is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of p8 and v is any positive 
measure on [0, T] with respect to which /.L~ is absolutely continuous. A 
measure ps satisfying condition (4.36) is said to be N@(t), K)-walued. 
4w/s6/3-3 
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Then Eqs. (4.32) and (4.33) can be written under the following equivalent 
form 
idth j(t) + AT*(t)P(t) - jq(Q _ ?q _ q, 
a.e. t E]O, T[. (4.37) 
the singular part pS of p’ = dp is N(x(t), K)-valued. (4.38) 
In particular, if there are no state constraints, then N(x(t), K) = (0) and the 
dual extremal arc p(t) is absolutely continuous. 
Now we shall examine the circumstances under which Hypotheses (A), (B), 
(C) in Theorem 1, are satisfied in the particular case we considered. 
Hypothesis (A) will be satisfied, assuming that 
(A’) Dom, H = R”, 0 E int Dom, H, 
where H(x, p): R’” x Ii” + [-GO, +co] is given by 
H(x, p) = sup{(p, v) - L(x, v); v E R”), 
and Dom H = Dom, H x Dom, H is defined as in Section 1. 
By afeasible arc in problem (4.9)-(4.1 l), we shall mean an x E W(---b, T; Rn) 
satisfying Eq. (4.1) condition (4.2) and 
L(x, u) EG(O, T), x(t) E K for t E [0, T] 
where h and u a certain elements in M2(--b, 0; R”) and L2(0, T; R”), re- 
spectively. The pair {y’, y”} E M2(--6, 0; R”) x M2(--b, 0; R”) is said to be 
attainable if there is at least one feasible arc x such that 
x0 = Yl, x* =y2. 
As in general case, the set of all attainable pairs for given optimal control 
problem, will be denoted by CL . 
Then, Hypotheses (B) and (C) are satisfied under the following conditions: 
(B’) There is at least one feasible arc x such that 
bo > XT) < +a; x(t) E int K for every t E [0, T]. 
(C’) There exists (x0 , xT) E CL n D(Z) such that one of the following two 
conditions holds: 
xr E int{y E M2( -b, 0; R”); (x0 , y) E CL} (4.39) 
xT E int{y E M2(-b, 0; R”); (x0 , y) E D(Z)}. (4.40) 
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In particular, condition (4.39) will be satisfied in the case in which 
K = R”, dh = {xr(., h, u); u EL~(O, T; R”)} = M2(-b, 0; R”) 
and 
L(x, u) ~Ll(0, T) for every {x, u} E Hr(0, T; R”) x L2(0, T; R”). 
Theorem 1 can therefore be applied to the present situation. 
THEOREM 2. Let H3,potheses (A’), (B’) and (C’) hoZd. Then the pair 
(x, u) E W(-b, T; R”) x L2(0, T; R:“) is optimal in the problem (4.9~(4.1 I), 
ij and only if there are functions p E BV(0, T; R”), q E L2(0, T; R;) and 
z eL2(T - h, T; Rn) satisfying equations (4.34, 4.35, 4.37) and (4.38). 
Remark 1. The preceding argument shows that Theorem 1 is applicable 
to a more general class of optimization problems associated with hereditary 
differential system (4.1). Namely, defining 
-@, 4 = f Li(h(Ti), u) + j-=” Lo(W), u) de, 
i=l 4 
for h E M2(-b, 0; Rn), u E R” 
where 
0 = 71 > 72 > *.- 7, = -a; 
Li: R” x R”‘+]-co, +a]; i = 0, I,..., m, 
we can express problem (4.12)-(4.14) as 
Minimize 
.rt 
o= f&x(t + 74, u(t)> + j-~bLoC$f + 4, W do) dt + @o , XT) 
(4.40) 
in x E W’-b, T; Ii”) and u E L2(0, T; Rm) satisfying Eq. (4.10) and state 
constraint (4.11). 
Under appropriate convexity and growth conditions on the functions Li , 
Theorem 1 can be applied to extend the above optimality theorem to the 
present case. 
Remark 2.. In some particular cases the interior in Hypothesis (C’) can be 
replaced by the interior relative to a certain linear closed manifold in the space 
M2(-b; 0; R”). This is the case of optimal control problems involving 
differential systems of the form (4.1) where the trajectories x(t) must satisfy 
initial and terminal conditions such as x0 = v and xT = 5 where 9 and t 
are given in M2(-b, 0; Rn) (see [l, 51). 
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